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The interactions of photonsThe interactions of photons
Behavior of photons Behavior of photons (x(x--rays, rays, γγ--raysrays)      )      different different 
from charged particlesfrom charged particles
Photo electric effectPhoto electric effect
Compton scatteringCompton scattering
Pair productionPair production
xx--rays and rays and γγ--raysrays are many times more are many times more 
penetrating penetrating 
Much Much smaller crosssmaller cross--sectionsection relative to electron relative to electron 
inelastic collisionsinelastic collisions
Beam of photons is Beam of photons is not degradednot degraded in energy       in energy       
but but attenuatedattenuated in intensityin intensity



Three process remove photons completely       Three process remove photons completely       
from beam      absorption or scatteringfrom beam      absorption or scattering
Photon pass straight       retain orig. energyPhoton pass straight       retain orig. energy
However total no. of photons       reducedHowever total no. of photons       reduced
AttenuationAttenuation

Absorption coefficient       characteristic of Absorption coefficient       characteristic of 
absorbing material         related to total absorbing material         related to total 
interaction crossinteraction cross--sectionsection

( ) ( )xIxI μ−= exp0

Incident beam intensity Absorber thicknessAbsorption coefficient



Photoelectric effectPhotoelectric effect

Photoelectric effect       absorption of photon       Photoelectric effect       absorption of photon       
by atomic electron        subsequent ejection of by atomic electron        subsequent ejection of 
electron from atomelectron from atom
Energy of electron Energy of electron 
Photoelectric effect      always occur       on Photoelectric effect      always occur       on 
bound electronsbound electrons
Nucleus         absorb recoil momentumNucleus         absorb recoil momentum
Energies above       highest electron B.E      Energies above       highest electron B.E      
relatively smallrelatively small
Increases      as Increases      as kk--shellshell energy approachedenergy approached

EBhE .−= υ



Drops       kDrops       k--shell electron shell electron 
not available for P.Enot available for P.E
KK--absorption edgeabsorption edge
Below this energy     Below this energy     
crosscross--section risessection rises
LL--abrptionabrption edge, edge, MM--
absorption edgeabsorption edge
Energies above kEnergies above k--shell shell 
always always kk--electronselectrons
involved in P.Einvolved in P.E
Dependence on Dependence on ZZ

Calculated photoelectric 
cross-section for lead

( ) 2/72
0

54 /24 υα hcmZ ephoto Φ=Φ Cross-section by using Born approximation



Compton scatteringCompton scattering
Best understood     process Best understood     process 
in photon interactionin photon interaction
Scattering of       photons on Scattering of       photons on 
free electronsfree electrons
KleinKlein--NishinaNishina formulaformula
Compton scattered crossCompton scattered cross--
sectionsection average fraction average fraction 
of total energy contained in of total energy contained in 
scattered photonscattered photon
Compton absorption crossCompton absorption cross--
section     section     averagaverag energy energy 
transferred to recoil electrontransferred to recoil electron

as
c σσσ +=

Kinematics 
of compton
scattering

Average energy 
absorbed by material
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Thomson Thomson scasca.    photon    free electron    classical .    photon    free electron    classical 
Rayleigh Rayleigh scasca.    Photon by     atom as a whole.    Photon by     atom as a whole
In both process     no energy transfer     to mediumIn both process     no energy transfer     to medium
No excitation     no ionization     only photon direction No excitation     no ionization     only photon direction 
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Pair productionPair production
Transformation of Transformation of 
photon       electronphoton       electron--
positron pairpositron pair
To conserve To conserve 
momentum      in momentum      in 
presence of nucleuspresence of nucleus
Photon energy      Photon energy      
1.022 1.022 MeVMeV
Theoretically Theoretically pair pair 
productionproduction related related 
to to bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung

Pair production cross-section in lead



IntroductionIntroduction
General characteristics General characteristics commoncommon to to detectorsdetectors
Transfer of Transfer of partpart or or all all of radiation energy to of radiation energy to 
detector massdetector mass
ChargedCharged particles produce particles produce directdirect ionizationionization
NeutralNeutral particles produce particles produce indirectindirect ionizationionization
Form of converted energy depends on detector Form of converted energy depends on detector 
and its designand its design
GaseousGaseous detectors are designed to detectors are designed to directlydirectly
collectcollect ionizationionization
In In scintillatorsscintillators both both ionizationionization and and excitationexcitation
contribute to induce molecular excitations, which contribute to induce molecular excitations, which 
results in emission of lightresults in emission of light



In photographic emulsion, ionization In photographic emulsion, ionization 
induces chemical reactionsinduces chemical reactions
Detectors are Detectors are electricalelectrical in naturein nature
InformationsInformations are are tranformedtranformed into into electricalelectrical
pulsespulses
Recordable informationRecordable information
Specific Specific data formatsdata formats



General Characteristics of General Characteristics of 
detectorsdetectors

SensitivitySensitivity
Detector responseDetector response
Energy resolution: The Energy resolution: The FanoFano FactorFactor
The response functionThe response function
Response timeResponse time
Detector efficiencyDetector efficiency
Dead timeDead time



SensitivitySensitivity

The capability to produce a usable signalThe capability to produce a usable signal
No detector can be sensitive to all radiationsNo detector can be sensitive to all radiations

1.1. The The crosscross--sectionsection for ionizing reactions in the for ionizing reactions in the 
detectordetector

2.2. The detector The detector massmass
3.3. The inherent detector The inherent detector noisenoise
4.4. The The protective materialprotective material surrounding the surrounding the 

sensitive volumesensitive volume



CrossCross--sectionsection and detector and detector massmass
determine determine probabilityprobability of energy conversionof energy conversion
Charged particles        highly ionizingCharged particles        highly ionizing
Neutral particles        indirect ionizationNeutral particles        indirect ionization
The detector The detector massmass depends on depends on 
radiation typeradiation type
Lower limitLower limit is determined         by is determined         by noisenoise
MaterialMaterial covering the entering covering the entering windowwindow



Detector responseDetector response
Information of Information of energyenergy the the amountamount of ionization       of ionization       
is proportional to is proportional to energy lossenergy loss
Large detector volume completely absorb Large detector volume completely absorb 
radiation        ionization gives energy information radiation        ionization gives energy information 
Information preserved or not, depends on designInformation preserved or not, depends on design
The amount of ionization         form of signal The amount of ionization         form of signal 
Signal: The Signal: The integral of pulseintegral of pulse with respect to with respect to timetime
RelationRelation between radiation between radiation energyenergy and and pulse pulse 
heightheight responseresponse of  detectorof  detector
Ideally this relation         linearIdeally this relation         linear
A detector is A detector is linearlinear for one radiation for one radiation but notbut not for for 
otherother



Energy resolutionEnergy resolution
For design consideration       energy resolution          For design consideration       energy resolution          
most        importantmost        important factorfactor
Extent        to which a detector can Extent        to which a detector can distinguishdistinguish
twotwo close lying close lying energiesenergies
Resolution is measured         by sending a beam Resolution is measured         by sending a beam 
of of monoenergeticmonoenergetic particlesparticles
Ideally a sharp delta function peak is expectedIdeally a sharp delta function peak is expected
Practically        a peak with Practically        a peak with finite widthfinite width is is 
observed, usually observed, usually gaussiangaussian
Width arises        because of Width arises        because of fluctuationsfluctuations in the in the 
numbernumber of ionization and excitationof ionization and excitation



Defenition of energy resolution. 
Two peaks are generally 
considered to be resolved if they 
are separated by a distance 
greater than their FWHM. The 
solid line shows the sum of two 
identical Gaussian peaks 
separated by just this amount

Separation 
equal to FWHM



The resolution usually        in Full Width at Half The resolution usually        in Full Width at Half 
Maxima (Maxima (FWHMFWHM))
Energies Energies closercloser than this interval         normally than this interval         normally 
unresolvableunresolvable

NaINaI has has 9%9% resolution for resolution for gammagamma particles of particles of 
about about 1 1 MeVMeV
GermaniumGermanium detectors have detectors have 0.1%0.1%
Generally        resolution is Generally        resolution is functionfunction of energy, of energy, 
with        with        ratioratio improving with higher energyimproving with higher energy

E
Esolution Δ=Re



Due to       Due to       Poisson or Poisson likePoisson or Poisson like
statistics of ionization and excitation statistics of ionization and excitation 
Average energy required to produce an Average energy required to produce an 
ionization is a fixed number, ionization is a fixed number, ww
For deposited energy, For deposited energy, EE Average Average 
ionization  ionization  J = E/wJ = E/w
Energy increase        ionization events Energy increase        ionization events 
increase        smaller relative fluctuationsincrease        smaller relative fluctuations
To calculate fluctuations       two casesTo calculate fluctuations       two cases



Two casesTwo cases
Radiation energy is        not totally absorbedRadiation energy is        not totally absorbed
Thin transmission detector                     number Thin transmission detector                     number 
of signal producing reactions        Poisson dist.of signal producing reactions        Poisson dist.

Full energy of radiation         absorbedFull energy of radiation         absorbed
Ionization events are not independentIonization events are not independent
Poisson statistics is         not applicablePoisson statistics is         not applicable

dx
dE

EwR 35.2=J=2σ

FJ=2σ E
FwR 35.2=

F = Fano Factor

variance



The response functionThe response function
For the measurement of For the measurement of energy spectraenergy spectra , , 
response functionresponse function is crucial parameteris crucial parameter
Spectrum of pulse heights when bombarded by Spectrum of pulse heights when bombarded by 
monoenergeticmonoenergetic beambeam
Dirac delta functionDirac delta function
Gaussian peak is not always realized, specially Gaussian peak is not always realized, specially 
in case of neutral particlesin case of neutral particles
The The response functionresponse function is determined by is determined by 
interactionsinteractions and design and and design and geometrygeometry of of 
detectordetector



Beam of Beam of monoenergeticmonoenergetic electrons, incident on a electrons, incident on a 
detector, thick enough to stop particles.detector, thick enough to stop particles.
Some electrons will scatter out of detectorSome electrons will scatter out of detector
Low energyLow energy tailtail
Some Some electrons electrons emit emit bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung photons, photons, 
which may escape from detectorwhich may escape from detector
Events at a Events at a lower energy then peaklower energy then peak
Response function is Response function is Gaussian peakGaussian peak with low with low 
energy tailenergy tail determined by amount of determined by amount of scatteringscattering
and and bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung
Response function can be Response function can be improvedimproved by by 
changing design and geometrychanging design and geometry



A material of A material of small Zsmall Z, to , to minimize backscattering minimize backscattering 
and and bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung
Relative intensityRelative intensity of each structure in spectrum of each structure in spectrum 
is determined by is determined by relative crossrelative cross--sectionsection for each for each 
interaction mechanisminteraction mechanism
Response functionResponse function will be will be differentdifferent at different at different 
energies for energies for different detectordifferent detector mediamedia



The response function of two different detectors for 661 The response function of two different detectors for 661 keVkeV gamma gamma 
rays.rays.
aa--)) germanium detector which has large photoelectric effect  crossgermanium detector which has large photoelectric effect  cross--
section relative to Compton scattering crosssection relative to Compton scattering cross--section at this energy. A section at this energy. A 
large photo peak with a small continuous Compton large photo peak with a small continuous Compton ditributionditribution. . 
bb--))response of organic response of organic scintillatorscintillator with low Z. Compton scattering is with low Z. Compton scattering is 
predominentpredominent and only this distribution is visible and only this distribution is visible 

a b



Response timeResponse time
The The timetime taken by detector to taken by detector to formform the the signalsignal
after the arrival of particleafter the arrival of particle
DurationDuration of signal is very importantof signal is very important
During this time During this time second event cannot be second event cannot be 
entertainedentertained
This contribute to dead timeThis contribute to dead time
Limits the count rateLimits the count rate



Detector efficiencyDetector efficiency
Absolute efficiencyAbsolute efficiency

Function of detector geometry and probability of Function of detector geometry and probability of 
interactioninteraction

Intrinsic efficiencyIntrinsic efficiency

bysourceemitted
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events
events

tot =ε

geomtot εεε int=

ectoronimpinging
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events
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Intrinsic efficiency is function of radiation type, Intrinsic efficiency is function of radiation type, 
energy and detector materialenergy and detector material
For charged particles generally intrinsic For charged particles generally intrinsic 
efficiency is goodefficiency is good
Problem of efficiency is important for neutral Problem of efficiency is important for neutral 
particlesparticles

is fraction source radiation which is is fraction source radiation which is 
geometrically intercepted by detectorgeometrically intercepted by detector
Angular distribution of incident radiationAngular distribution of incident radiation

geomε



Dead timeDead time
Finite time to process the eventFinite time to process the event
Usually related to duration of pulse heightUsually related to duration of pulse height
Detector may or may not sensitiveDetector may or may not sensitive
Insensitive detector               events lostInsensitive detector               events lost
Sensitive            events pileupSensitive            events pileup
Distortion and subsequent loss of information from both Distortion and subsequent loss of information from both 
eventsevents
Affect observed count rateAffect observed count rate
Distort time distribution between arrival of eventsDistort time distribution between arrival of events
To avoid large dead time, rate should be smallTo avoid large dead time, rate should be small
RPC, rate capability 1 kHz/cm2, dead time RPC, rate capability 1 kHz/cm2, dead time ≈≈ 1 ns1 ns
Probability of another event is smallProbability of another event is small



IntroductionIntroduction
Gaseous detectorsGaseous detectors
Greater mobility of electronsGreater mobility of electrons
Obvious mediumObvious medium
Charged particles detectionCharged particles detection
Particle information easily transformedParticle information easily transformed
EfficiencyEfficiency
Time resolutionTime resolution
Rate capabilityRate capability
cheapcheap



Ionization mechanismsIonization mechanisms
Energy loss        excitation, ionizationEnergy loss        excitation, ionization

Excitation,      resonant reaction, exact amount Excitation,      resonant reaction, exact amount 
of energy transferof energy transfer
CrossCross--section        section        δδ = 10= 10--1717 cmcm22

No free electronNo free electron--ion ion paipai

Primary ionization, secondary ionizationPrimary ionization, secondary ionization
Penning effect       Penning effect       metastablemetastable states     spinstates     spin--
parity difference        unable to parity difference        unable to deexcitedeexcite
immediatelyimmediately
Molecular ion      interacts Molecular ion      interacts nuetralnuetral atomatom

pXpX +→+ *

−+ ++→+ epXpX



Ionization reactions       statistical in natureIonization reactions       statistical in nature
Two particles        not same      electronTwo particles        not same      electron--ion parion par
For gases For gases 1 1 ee--ii pair       pair       30 30 eVeV
Average energy determines efficiency and time Average energy determines efficiency and time 
resolution of detectorresolution of detector
Recombination and electron attachmentRecombination and electron attachment
Electron affinityElectron affinity

E
FwR 35.2=

Energy resolution of a particle



Working principleWorking principle

Ionization mechanismIonization mechanism
Working under different voltage conditionsWorking under different voltage conditions
Exploiting different phenomenonExploiting different phenomenon
Gas cylinderGas cylinder
Noble gasNoble gas
Mean number of electronMean number of electron--ion pair createdion pair created
Recombination and electron attachmentRecombination and electron attachment

Simple gaseous 
detector



Radial electric fieldRadial electric field
ElectronElectron--ion pair producedion pair produced
Direct ionizationDirect ionization
Indirect ionizationIndirect ionization
Mean number of pair produced directly Mean number of pair produced directly 
proportional to energy deposited by particleproportional to energy deposited by particle
At zero voltage, recombinationAt zero voltage, recombination
Recombination forces overcome, current Recombination forces overcome, current 
increaseincrease
All created pair collected, voltage increase no All created pair collected, voltage increase no 
effecteffect
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Detector working in this range        ionization Detector working in this range        ionization 
chamberchamber
Voltage increase beyond region Voltage increase beyond region IIII
Strong electric field         accelerate freed Strong electric field         accelerate freed 
electrons        ionizationelectrons        ionization
Electrons liberated in secondary ionization Electrons liberated in secondary ionization 
accelerate       more ionizationaccelerate       more ionization
Ionization Ionization avalancheavalanche or or cascadecascade
Strongest electric field near anode wireStrongest electric field near anode wire
Number of electronNumber of electron--ion pair directly proportional ion pair directly proportional 
to primary electronsto primary electrons



Proportional amplification        as high 10Proportional amplification        as high 1066

Working in this range       Proportional chamberWorking in this range       Proportional chamber
Further voltage increaseFurther voltage increase
Space charge distorts electric field about anodeSpace charge distorts electric field about anode
Proportionality begins to lostProportionality begins to lost
Region of limited proportionalityRegion of limited proportionality
Further V increase         dischargeFurther V increase         discharge
Chain reaction of many avalancheChain reaction of many avalanche
Secondary avalanche caused by      photons Secondary avalanche caused by      photons 
emitted by emitted by deexcitingdeexciting moleculesmolecules



Output current completely saturatedOutput current completely saturated
Same amplitude regardless of particle Same amplitude regardless of particle 
energyenergy
To stop discharge        quench gasTo stop discharge        quench gas
Working is this range       Working is this range       GeiggerGeigger--Muller Muller 
or breakor break--downdown
Further voltage increase       continuous Further voltage increase       continuous 
breakdownbreakdown



First School on LHC physicsFirst School on LHC physics

The total charge 
collected as function 
of V



Conclusions Conclusions 
Interaction of photons with materialInteraction of photons with material
Detector parametersDetector parameters
SensitivitySensitivity
Detector responseDetector response
Energy resolutionEnergy resolution: The : The FanoFano FactorFactor
The response The response functionfunction
ResponseResponse timetime
Detector Detector efficiencyefficiency
Dead timeDead time
Tried to understand basic        particleTried to understand basic        particle--material material 
interactionsinteractions
Working Working principalprincipal of of gaseousgaseous detectorsdetectors
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